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Welcome



The Layers of Disparity
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Limited Technology
Minimal Time in 

Traditional Schooling

New Language
New Country

Limited Resources
(Food, Financial, Shelter)

What about 
the Big and 
Little T’s?
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TRAUMA TRUTHS

1. Trauma is real.
2. Trauma is prevalent. In fact, it is likely much more common than we 
care to admit.
3. Trauma is toxic to the brain and can affect development and learning in 
a multitude of ways.
4. In our schools, we need to be prepared to support students who have 
experienced trauma, even if we don’t know exactly who they are {or what 
the trauma is.}
5. Children are resilient, and within positive learning environments they 
can grow, learn, and succeed.



The Impact of Immigration on 
Students
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▰ In a UCLA survey studying the impact of immigration enforcement on schools, 
almost 90% of administrators surveyed “indicated that they have observed 
behavioral or emotional problems in immigrant students,” and 25% indicated that it 
was a significant problem (Gándara & Ee, 2018b, p. 2). One administrator notes,

▰ “Several students have arrived at school crying, withdrawn and refusing to eat 
lunch because they have witnessed deportation of a family member. Some students 
show anxiety symptoms…All of this impacts their ability to focus and complete 
work, which further affects them academically.” (p.9)



“ "Some of the students are assuming that 
they're just going to be deported anyway and 
starting to talk about how there's really no 
point in coming to school anymore. It's a lot 
of lost potential.”

Principal Nedda de Castro of the International 
School at Prospect Heights in Brooklyn
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Culturally Sensitive Trauma-Informed 
Care- D-E-F

D
Reduce Distress

Ask about fears and worries.

E
● Emotional Support

F
Remember the Family

Gauge family stressors 
and resources. 
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Who and what does the 
patient need now. 



Understanding Perceptions of Traumatic 
Stress

▰ Viewed through a cultural lens, a child's or family's subjective perceptions of the trauma 
experience can sometimes be quite different from a provider's.

▰ For example, some cultures interpret illness and other trauma events as punishment, a test or rite of 
passage, or a special message.

▰ The way a child or family interprets the meaning of the trauma will influence subsequent distress, 
reactions, and ways of coping.

▰ Cultural differences can also exist in beliefs about if, when, and how to resolve traumatic stress 
symptoms, and about help-seeking and utilization of supportive resources outside their community

▰ Remembering that some interpretations may differ from your own, it is best to ask children and families 
about what the trauma means to them, and incorporate those beliefs into assessment and treatment.
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Cultural Competence

▰ Enhancing cultural competence and encouraging cultural 
humility are essential to increasing access and improving the standard 
of care for traumatized children, families, and communities across the 
nation. Cultural awareness, responsiveness, and understanding need 
to be infused throughout every level of an organization to be most 
effective in addressing the needs of children who have experienced 
trauma.
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Traumatic Separation
▰ Children who experience traumatic separation may have a variety of trauma symptoms 

including: Intrusion: nightmares, scary images, or thoughts about the separation or past 
traumas 

▰ Avoidance: trying not to remember or talk about people, places, things, or situations 
associated with the separation or past traumas 

▰ Negative trauma-related beliefs: blaming oneself or others for the separation; believing the 
world is extremely dangerous; loss of trust 

▰ Negative trauma-related emotions: extreme anger, sadness, guilt, fear, shame, etc. Negative 
behaviors: aggression, withdrawal, irritability, oppositional behavior 

▰ Hyperarousal: trouble sleeping, not listening, trouble paying attention, stomachaches, 
headaches, increased vigilance to danger 
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Student Scenario – Strengths Based Theory

▰ Javier is a 7th grade student who joined our class after being out 
of school for six months. He is an English learner whose home 
language is Spanish. Prior to enrolling in our school, he had 
recently moved across the country and was in transition, living in 
homeless shelters with his large family. At first, Javier answered 
questions very quietly, and his eyes often looked toward the floor 
or quickly around the room. Also, he often got out of his seat 
without permission and walked in a small circle near his desk.
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From What is Lacking? 
To What is already there?

A Strengths Based Approach

▰ It is important to take it a step further and look beyond "what is lacking" to find "what 
is already there". To accomplish this, we need to begin with a shift in mindset from 
what we believe is not happening and impossible to what is happening and possible. 
To do this we must take time to:

▰ Identify students' existing strengths.

▰ Honor, value, and acknowledge these strengths.

▰ Help students become aware of their strengths.

▰ Build instructional programming that boosts social ties and networks by drawing from 
students' strengths.
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Addressing the Social and Emotional Needs of 
ALL Students begins with YOU!
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1.Kids	who	have	experienced	trauma	aren’t	trying	to	push	your	buttons.

2.Kids	who	have	been	through	trauma	worry	about	what’s	going	to	happen	next.

3.Even	if	the	situation	doesn’t	seem	that	bad	to	you,	it’s	how	the	child	feels	that	matters.

4.Trauma	isn’t	always	associated	with	violence.

5.You	don’t	need	to	know	exactly	what	caused	the	trauma	to	be	able	to	help.

6.Kids	who	experience	trauma	need	to	feel	they’re	good	at	something	and	can	influence	the	world.

7.There’s	a	direct	connection	between	stress	and	learning.

8.Self-regulation	can	be	a	major	challenge	for	students	suffering	from	trauma.

9.It’s	OK	to	ask	kids	point-blank	what	you	can	do	to	help	them	make	it	through	the	day.

10.You	can	support	kids	with	trauma	even	when	they’re	outside	your	classroom.

ttps://www.weareteachers.com/10-things-about-childhood-trauma-every-teacher-needs-to-know/



Dealing with our own TRAUMA
The Manifestation of our STRESS
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Cognitive
•Memory problems
•Inability to concentrate
•Poor judgment
•Seeing only the negative
•Anxious or racing thoughts
•Constant worrying

Emotional
•Depression or general unhappiness
•Anxiety and agitation
•Moodiness, irritability, or anger
•Feeling overwhelmed
•Loneliness and isolation
•Other mental or emotional health problems
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Physical

•Aches and pains
•Diarrhea or constipation
•Nausea, dizziness
•Chest pain, rapid heart rate

Behavioral

•Eating more or less
•Sleeping too much or too little
•Withdrawing from others
•Procrastinating or neglecting 
responsibilities
•Using alcohol, cigarettes, or drugs 
to relax
•Nervous habits (e.g. nail biting, 
pacing)



Giving ourselves Grace
▰ Create boundaries with your time.

▰ Let go of your computer, tablet, cell phone.

▰ Find a space in your house (no matter how small) and make it YOUR work space.

▰ Change your scenery. (Sit by a window, go to your backyard, go to your front yard, etc.)

▰ Give time to your children, yes even at 11am when you are working.

▰ Create a schedule for your day and your children’s day. Post it.

▰ Find ways to connect to things you used to do. Online platforms, Face Time, old school talking on the 
phone! Start a book club.

▰ Focus on your social emotional needs and your kids FIRST. Academics will come. Go back to the 
basics. Read everyday, write everyday, incorporate successful math everyday.

▰ Celebrate small successes everyday.

▰ Recognize that NO ONE is doing this “right” or “perfect.”17
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•Read 10 minutes before bed
•Do a puzzle or creative activity
•Stretch for 5 minutes
•Spend 15 minutes electronic-free
•Drink 60 ounces of water
•Get 7 hours of consecutive sleep
•Drink a cup of tea
•Clean or organize something
•List 5 things you are good at
•Take a 20-minute bath
•List 5 reasons why you are grateful for today
•Drink 60 ounces of water
•Spend 20 minutes electronic-free
•Meditate for 5 minutes
•Drink a cup of tea

•Avoid sugary foods
•Do a puzzle or creative activity
•Light a candle when you get home
•Journal about your day
•Journal about something that you love and why you 
love it (Ghekiere, 2017).

Self-love Practices



Mindfulness…What we Know
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Mindfulness

▰ 1) Mindful Wakeup: Start with a Purpose
▰ 2) Mindful Eating: Enjoy Every Mouthful
▰ 3) Mindful Pause: Rewire Your Brain
▰ 4) Mindful Workout: Activate Your Mind and Your 

Muscles
▰ 5) Mindful Driving: Drive Yourself Calm, Not Crazy20



Resources
❏ https://www.healthcaretoolbox.org/cultural-considerations/culturally-sensitive-trauma-informed-

care/12-health-care-toolbox/cultural-considerations.html

❏ https://www.colorincolorado.org/immigration/guide/student#h-learn-how-your-families-approach-
social-emotional-health

❏ https://www.nctsn.org/sites/default/files/resources/tip-
sheet/key_points_traumatic_separation_and_refugee_immigrant_children.pdf

❏ https://www.nctsn.org/resources/separacion-traumatica-ninos-migrantes-y-refugiados-consejos-
para-padres-cuidadores

❏ https://www.nctsn.org/what-is-child-trauma

❏ https://www.colorincolorado.org/article/using-strengths-based-approach-els-supporting-students-
living-trauma-violence-and-chronic
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Thanks!
Any questions?

You can find me at:

▰ @benavidez_dr
▰ sbenavidez@esc11.net
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